To break the in-memory bottleneck and facilitate online sampling in cluster computing frameworks, we propose a new sampling-based system for approximate big data analysis on computing clusters. We address both computational and statistical aspects of big data across the main layers of cluster computing frameworks: big data storage, big data management, big data online sampling, big data processing, and big data exploration and analysis. We use the new Random Sample Partition (RSP) distributed data model to store a big data set as a set of ready-to-use random sample data blocks in Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), called RSP blocks. With this system, only a few RSP blocks are selected and processed using a sequential algorithm in a distributed data-parallel manner to produce approximate results for the entire data set. In this paper, we present a prototype RSP-based system and demonstrate its advantages. Our experiments show that RSP blocks can be used to get approximate models and summary statistics as well as estimate the proportions of inconsistent values without computing the entire data or running expensive online sampling operations. This new system enables big data exploration and analysis where the entire data set cannot be computed.
INTRODUCTION
As the rate of data production is outpacing technology scaling [2, 9] , data volume can quickly exceed the memory of a computing cluster. Thus, analyzing data in terabytes and more is a challenging task to data scientists with small computing clusters. Although cluster computing frameworks, e.g., Apache Spark [17] , scale data analysis and mining algorithms to big data [3, 8, 18] , the scalability of these algorithms is limited to the available resources. To alleviate the burden of big data volume, sampling-based approximation has emerged as a promising approach for big data analysis [1, 5, 7, 11, 16] . Nevertheless, sampling operations that scan the entire data set, i.e., Record-Level Sampling (RLS), become inefficient due to the costs of I/O, communication, and memory in the cluster computing frameworks that implement a shared-nothing architecture [10, 15] . It becomes prohibitive when many disjoint random samples are required for statistical analysis [4, 12] . Since big data is organized as small data blocks in HDFS, Block-Level Sampling (BLS) is an efficient alternative where some HDFS blocks are used as random samples. However, this often leads to statistically incorrect or biased results because data in HDFS blocks may be correlated [14] .
In this paper, we merge cluster computing and approximate computing in a new system to enable sampling-based big data exploration and analysis on computing clusters. This system can avoid both the cost of record-level sampling and the biased results from block-level samples of inconsistent HDFS blocks. We use the RSP model [13] to make HDFS blocks as ready-to-use random sample data blocks, called RSP blocks. We present a high-level architecture of the new RSP-based system and show how we address both computational and statistical aspects of big data across the system layers. Then, we present a prototype implementation of this Figure 1 : A High-level architecture of the RSP-based system system and report the key findings of our experiments on a small computing cluster. The RSP-based system is different from existing systems such as ApproxHadoop [5] , ApproxSpark [6] , BlinkDB [1] , and IncApprox [7] . On one hand, the entire data set is stored in advance as ready-to-use disjoint random sample data blocks. On the other hand, the RSPbased system is designed for offline workloads where data scientists use a variety of algorithms to explore and analyze big data. This system complements existing frameworks by guaranteeing statistically consistent HDFS blocks and enabling quick approximation using sequential algorithms on computing clusters.
RSP-BASED BIG DATA SYSTEM
We propose the RSP-based system to enable sampling-based approximations on computing clusters. With this system, data scientists can scale existing sequential algorithms to explore and analyze big data without loading the entire data into memory or re-implementing the algorithms. A highlevel architecture of this system is shown in Figure 1 . We summarize the main layers as follows:
• Data storage: we use the RSP model to store a big data set as a set of ready-to-use random sample data blocks, i.e., RSP blocks. This model guarantees the statistical consistency of HDFS blocks by making each block as a random sample of the entire data. For a big data set D, an RSP T = { 1 , 2 , · · · , } is generated with RSP blocks each containing < records where is the total number of records in D. An RSP is stored as an HDFS-RSP file which is technically similar to an HDFS file with metadata T metadata storing RSP blocks information including the size and location. We also consider the source data is stored as HDFS files. HDFS-RSP files are generated from normal HDFS files with the data management layer.
• Data management: An HDFS file is converted into an HDFS-RSP file using a sampling-based big data partitioner. Each RSP block is created by combining random slices from all the original HDFS blocks. This operation is run offline and only once for D. The data management layer is also used to access and manage RSP blocks, as well as, their metadata and lineage. RSP blocks can be used directly as random samples for exploration and analysis. Data scientists can download a few RSP blocks and explore them with their preferred tools. To fully get the advantage of the RSP-based system, RSP blocks can be processed in-parallel on the cluster using the online sampling and processing layer. • Online sampling and processing: A block-level sample of RSP blocks is equivalent to a record-level sample with the same number of records. Thus, a key operation is block-level sampling from an HDFS-RSP file. For a certain data analysis task, T metadata is used to draw a block-level sample without replacement,
are the identifiers of the selected RSP blocks. These identifiers are used to load the blocks locally on their nodes. After that, these blocks are processed in parallel with sequential algorithms. The number of selected RSP blocks can be set according to the available resources so these blocks can be processed in parallel without latency. In this layer, distributed engines, e.g., Apache Spark or Microsoft R Server, can be used to distribute sequential R or Python functions on the cluster. data. Local estimates are used as an approximation of the sampling distribution so that an average estimate is calculated with a confidence interval. Data scientists can apply a variety of techniques on only a few RSP blocks to understand the statistical properties of the entire data and identify potential quality issues. This helps them define and test rules to clean the data before proceeding with advanced analyses. In case of inconsistent values, cleaning rules are applied only to a block-level sample of RSP blocks to get clean RSP blocks that represent random samples of the unknown clean data set. These clean RSP blocks can be then explored and analyzed in a similar way in order to estimate the statistical properties of the entire unknown clean data without cleaning the entire data.
PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION
We implemented prototypes of our system using Apache Spark and Microsoft R Server APIs. Our sampling-based big data partitioner was implemented using Spark RDDs to generate RSP blocks from HDFS files. For approximate exploration and analysis, we follow a step-wise process to get approximate results from block-level samples of RSP blocks. We tested this process with Pandas UDFs where a a sequential python function is applied in parallel to each RSP block in a block-level sample as shown in Figure 2 . In addition to the target function and its parameters, there are two additional inputs for this process: one is the number of RSP blocks to be selected, , and the other is the metadata of the target RSP, T metadata . The step-wise process works as follows. First, the identifiers of RSP blocks, that were not used before for , are randomly selected using T metadata and saved in S. Second, these identifiers are used to locate the corresponding RSP blocks in the HDFS-RSP file. A Spark RDD or Dataframe object S RDD is created from these RSP blocks where each RSP block is stored as an RDD partition. Third, is applied to each partition in S RDD using a Pandas UDF. The outputs of are collected, combined and evaluated using a criterion that depends on . In case the current approximate result is not accurate enough, a new set of outputs are computed from a new block-level sample, and used to update the approximate result.
KEY FINDINGS
We conducted experiments on a small computing cluster of 5 nodes with only 640GB of memory. We used public real data (HIGGS 1 , NYC Taxi, and AirOnTime87to12 2 ), private real data (Power data from smart girds), and synthetic numerical data up to 1 TB. The key findings are summarized as follows:
• Our sampling-based big data partitioner is scalable to terabyte-scale data. An HDFS-RSP with = 10, 000 RSP blocks can be generated from 1 TB HDFS file within 2 hours. This operation is run offline and only once before data scientists start handling the data. This significantly saves online sampling time, especially when many random samples are required. While it takes seconds to select a block-level sample from 1 TB, it takes hours to draw record-level samples each with the same size as an RSP block.
• We found that the estimates from RSP blocks are equivalent to the true values, and the estimates from HDFS blocks have wider confidence interval with high variance. We also estimated the sampling distribution of regression coefficients from multiple samples or blocks of 100 GB synthetic data. We found that block-level samples of RSP blocks are equivalent to record-level samples, while block-level samples of HDFS blocks are not consistent because they are not, in general, random samples of the entire data. • Ensemble models built from a few RSP blocks are equivalent to or better than single models built from the entire big data set. A small percentage of RSP blocks are needed (e.g., 10% of HIGGS classification data, 12% of Taxi regression data, 9.6% of 100 GB synthetic classification data, 2.4% of 100 GB synthetic regression data, 5% of 1 TB classification data). The plots in Figure 3 show how the accuracy and error bar change with more RSP blocks in two synthetic data sets. Each point represents the accuracy/error of the ensemble model after each batch of blocks. The accuracy converges after a few block-level samples of RSP blocks. The dotted line represents the accuracy of a single model built from the entire data. • We applied the same process to estimate the statistical properties of the data (e.g., mean, standard deviation, median, and correlation). Similarly to the RSP-based ensemble models, we observed that the error range becomes smaller and insignificant after a few block-level samples of RSP blocks. The results show that a few RSP blocks (e.g., 5% of AirOnTime87to12) are sufficient to obtain summary statistics that are equivalent to the true ones computed from the entire data. • We used RSP blocks to estimate the proportions of errors, outliers, missing and valid values in each data set. We found RSP-based proportions are comparable to those computed from the entire data. Next, we defined cleaning rules and applied them to only a blocklevel sample. We found that cleaning a few RSP blocks (e.g., 1.5% of Power data) is enough to estimate the statistical properties of the entire unknown clean data.
CONCLUSIONS
We presented a new sampling-based big data system for approximate big data analysis using the RSP model as an underlying distributed data model. We demonstrated the performance of a prototype system in different tasks for exploratory data analysis and predictive modeling. As the results show, a sampling-based distributed data model is fundamental to facilitate online sampling and enable quick approximation on small computing clusters. With this system, memory is not a limit anymore in big data analysis. The RSPbased system significantly reduces online sampling time, the computation time of iterative algorithms, and enables small computing clusters to compute bigger data sizes. We are currently developing a fully functional system and working on a statistical analysis of our findings.
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